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Thanks for the game, the original is pretty boring and has alot of flaws such as automatic battle animations and terrible camera controls. if the game could be made playable with amnesia later, that would be great. If you would make iuhh , thank you for all your hard work on this and other otome games I
played Amnesia Purple Cell on my PS3 now and its very fun. Thank you to the team for a great game. Thank you, the_stalker, I actually agree that the original game was not something I wanted to play. So I'm glad that you got to play it. I think it's a shame that the game's English patch did not work out, but you
did a great job. Keep doing your thing! Hi guys! About the patch I have a simple question, is it possible to extract the patch from a game with out a PC? I'm trying to use my Vita Vita memory card since I'm having problems loading my memory card to my ps4. I'm wondering if there's a way to extract the patch

from my memory card without using a pc and a rom manager. Any help will be appreciated I have a question, I have this new game developed by psp my vita doesn't have enough memory so I have to make the game work with sd2vita I have already used the patch but I dont have the memory card where I
could put the patch! Are you still providing the patch? i have tried everything to send me the patch from my memory card and the game is very hard to work with it Hi guys I have a quick question about the patch. I noticed that there is a new patch for h-encore. Do you know when it will be available or is there

any way to get it. I would really like to try out the new patch because I don't like the previous patch.
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